Polar fieldwork in the 21st century: Early Career Researchers considerations regarding safety and sustainability
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Abstract

Conducting fieldwork in polar regions presents a multifaceted challenge not only because of the remoteness of the environment, but also potential geopolitical disputes, language barriers, divergent national policies, and disparities in emergency healthcare access. This review addresses the climate crisis and reevaluates the ethical considerations of polar fieldwork in alignment with broader social responsibilities, with particular emphasis on the challenges faced by Early Career Researchers (ECRs). Ongoing climate change and its associated impacts and effects (e.g., reduced snow and ice cover, thawing permafrost, intensified fires, and increased wildlife interactions) will undoubtedly compound the aforementioned challenges. ECRs, often with a heightened awareness for contending with issues pertaining to environmental conservation and sustainability, face greater career stakes than tenured researchers, which can lead to innovation in addressing safety concerns regarding polar fieldwork. This review summarizes current challenges faced by ECRs in polar fieldwork, elaborates on how these may change during this century, and presents possible solutions. To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a comprehensive set of recommendations, including innovative data collection methods using improved technology and emphasizing meaningful remote local collaborations to minimize the travel and environmental impact and risk of disease contagion. We advocate for reducing the redundancy among research groups by promoting data sharing. Additionally, we suggest enhancing cooperation by integrating (traditional) Indigenous knowledge while respecting the rights of Arctic communities. Such recommendations highlight the intricate dynamics of polar fieldwork safety and logistics in a changing climate, emphasizing the need for adaptability, sustainability, and inclusivity in research practices. A call for action towards revising current practices is clear, emphasizing that ECRs can be key agents in forging and establishing responsible, comprehensive, and adaptive protocols toward enhancing safe and successful fieldwork in the polar sciences.
1. Introduction

The current climate crisis has instigated a need for the polar research community to reevaluate fieldwork practices to align with broader social considerations and responsibilities, specifically focusing on the challenges arising from the safety, sustainability, and logistical aspects of polar fieldwork [e.g., 1–3]. In this endeavor, important contributions have been made by Early Career Researchers (ECRs): e.g., leading gender-marginalized individuals to outdoor and scientific experiences in the “Inspiring Girls” initiative, organizing across the Arctic or in bodies like UArctic or the Association of Polar Early Career Scientists (APECS), and instilling new and mutually beneficial research practices, despite their vulnerability and lack of authority [4–6].

In this article, we will refer to an ECR as a researcher in the stages R1—“First Stage Researcher” and R2—“Recognised Researcher” of the European Commission framework [7] based on competencies; Early Stage Researcher (ESR) or Early Career Scientist (ECS) can be considered as synonyms of ECR. Moreover, we will refer to “fieldwork” as any form of data collection conducted by human collating efforts and/or the actions of semi- or fully autonomous instruments installed by humans.

Similar to fieldwork in other remote environments, working in polar regions above the Arctic Circle at approximately 66˚N or below the Antarctic Circle at 66˚S poses challenges for researchers, including ECRs (Fig 1). These include working in the harsh polar climate types, [8] regions where the monthly average temperature does not rise above 10˚C in the warmest month of summer [8, 9]. This climate type covers the whole of the Antarctic continent in the polar South, most of the Arctic, and North American and Scandinavian areas a few latitudinal degrees south of the Arctic circle, and high-altitude mountain areas such as the Tibetan plateau [9]. In those areas, the field researcher may also have to contend with strong winds [10], and plan for low human population density (according to the Arctic Human Development report [11], the entire Arctic region had a declining population of just above 4 million people in 2013) as well as limited access to infrastructure for logistics and in case of emergencies [12]. Additionally, due to Earth’s tilted axis and the subsequent soliterraneous dynamics, polar regions have substantial seasonal variations in climate and light availability (e.g., including 24-hour sunlight and 24-hour darkness, depending on the time of year [13]), which sets them apart from the otherwise comparable high-altitude regions. Most importantly for the purpose of this review, the rate of change observed in polar regions is higher than any other comparable remote areas, with the Arctic warming at up to four times the global rate [14], and the loss of the Antarctic ice shelf accelerating [15, 16]. Changing temperatures impact other environmental variables such as precipitation patterns [17], sea ice distribution [18], and landscape stability [e.g. 19, 20]. The speed with which conditions for field work are changing makes the environment more unpredictable, resulting in planning successful and safe campaigns more challenging. As current ECRs face these challenges throughout their careers in the 21st century, the predicted changes in polar regions are larger than the global average predicted changes [16]; e.g., High arctic Greenland facing 6–8˚C average temperature increases by 2100 [21] and up to 40% of Antarctic Sea ice loss [22]. The polar landscapes in which ECRs plan their field campaigns may therefore experience rapid and potentially unpredictable responses [16].

ECRs, being uniquely positioned to innovate and adapt to these ensuing changes [1, 2, 6], may hold the key to devising and implementing feasible solutions for navigating polar regions sustainably. This review first summarizes the challenges faced by ECRs in planning and conducting fieldwork in polar regions today (Fig 2, left panel): i) physical, ii) social, iii) political, and iv) environmental. We then discuss the potential solutions (Fig 2, right panel), offering actionable insights for the research community to effectively address and overcome these challenges. We provide specific examples where these solutions have already been successfully
CHALLENGES:

- Geopolitical conflicts (e.g., Svalbard, Norway [39]).
- Colonization [36, 37, 69, 71, 73].
- Increase in natural hazards such as glacier and permafrost hazards [109] and tsunami after ice calving (e.g., East Greenland [17, 26, 98]).
- Biodiversity challenges.
- Increase in forest fire risk (e.g., Canada [21]).
- Increase in surface instability (rock falls, landslides, avalanches).
- Tourism and western colonial approaches (e.g., Arctic [32]).
Challenges

Physical
- Threats to physical safety
- Costs and logistical challenges
- Climate change-induced threats

Social
- Gender inequality
- Traditional western colonial approaches
- Hyper-production culture

Political
- Political conflicts and war affect scientific activities
- International competition for resources

Environmental
- Footprint of fieldwork
- Footprint of other research activities
- Redundant data collection

Particular to ECRs
- Rigid institutional structures
- Less experience
- Higher career stakes

Solutions

Physical
- Safety training and solid first aid infrastructure
- Initiatives to better costs and logistical opportunities
- Insurance against climate change-induced threats

Social
- Addressing EDI issues
- Decolonizing Arctic research
- Work-life balance and slow science

Political
- Scientific diplomacy
- Changing intellectual frameworks and policies

Environmental
- Evaluation of ecological impacts prior to fieldwork
- Inclusion of carbon footprint in funding proposals
- Data sharing and citizen science

Particular to ECRs
- Structural institutional changes to empower ECRs
- Professional training
- Stable professional growth opportunities
implemented and highlight potential pitfalls. It is important to note that the authors acknowledge that the challenges described in this manuscript are based on their collective experiences and observations, as well as a review of relevant literature. Experiences and reactions of different researchers to these challenges may vary, and the manuscript does not claim to provide a comprehensive or universally applicable account of polar fieldwork. Instead, the intention here is to raise awareness of potential difficulties that researchers may face and to contribute to ongoing discussions about best practices and support mechanisms for polar fieldwork in the context of global climate change.

2. Physical challenges

Before even setting out into the field, one prevailing challenge arises from the preconception that polar fieldwork is inherently dangerous, a view which is largely rooted in a historical fascination and trepidation toward polar regions as dangerous terrains of exploration [23]. This perception can bias the narrative and expectations surrounding polar fieldwork, potentially impacting ECRs as they navigate their first field seasons.

2.1. Costs and logistical challenges

Planning and executing fieldwork in polar regions involves complex logistics, including securing permits, arranging transportation, and ensuring the availability of necessary supplies and safety training. Specific transportation—i.e., land (e.g., snowmobiles), air (e.g., airplanes, helicopters), and sea (e.g., boats, zodiacs)—is needed for fieldwork, which requires significant investments in maintenance (especially fuel), storage, and proper training for users, and/or in renting equipment, hiring drivers/pilots, etc. Collected research samples may require specific permits and specialized storage conditions during collation and transport, which can increase costs, complicate logistics, and possibly heighten risks. Thorough information guides focusing on research planning in the polar environment have only recently been compiled but are useful resources underscoring the need for extensive planning, strong international cooperation, and long-term, high-budget allocation [1, 2, 24, 25].

Despite detailed fieldwork planning, researchers may encounter disruptions due to unpredictable weather, which can affect schedules and necessitate mental and logistical flexibility. This means that successful fieldwork in the polar regions can be longer and ten times as expensive as the same fieldwork in less challenging environments [24].

Medical care in polar fieldwork shares similarities with space missions, characterized by isolation, confinement, and extreme conditions [26]; the harsh working conditions, characterized by rapid weather changes coupled with the relative remoteness and lack of easy access to assistance in emergencies makes polar fieldwork inherently dangerous, especially for those not adequately trained [26, 27]. Recent upgrades in satellite telecommunications, such as Starlink in the High Arctic, provide improvements in remote support for research, emergency assistance, and real-time data transfer [28]. However, obtaining proper and adequate insurance coverage remains an administrative challenge [29]. Institutions may be hesitant to cover insurance for polar fieldwork due to high costs associated with the unique risks and challenges of working in these extreme environments. These costs can include expensive emergency evacuations, medical treatment in remote locations, and the potential for costly delays or cancellations due to weather or other unforeseen circumstances. To address this issue, researchers purchase

Fig 2. Main challenges (left) outlined in this review alongside the corresponding proposed solutions (right). Challenges are categorized into physical, social, political, environmental, or a combination of these categories. Additionally, early career researchers (ECRs) confront these challenges with heightened urgency due to the inherent constraints associated with their career stage.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000415.g002
individual insurance policies or rely on the insurance coverage provided by their funding agencies. As these alternatives may not always provide comprehensive coverage, researchers, particularly ECRs with limited funding and who cannot afford the prohibitive cost of individual insurance policies, are potentially exposed to financial risk in the event of an emergency. Some may even forgo securing such insurance policies due to lack of funding, which may compromise research planning and protocols.

Researchers work in (small) teams for extended periods when engaging in polar fieldwork, relying on this close-knit group as their main safety net in all respects. Interpersonal tension and conflict, a significant stressor in Antarctic overwintering research missions, can lead to psychological challenges such as fatigue, depression, and emotional instability [26, 30]. The extreme variation in daylight, ranging from continuous sunlight to complete darkness, can impact researchers’ circadian rhythms and sleep cycles; the physiological ramifications are concomitant with associated cognitive and emotional consequences and must also be taken into consideration during fieldwork preparation [31–34].

2.2. Climate change-induced threats

Polar fieldwork is adapting to the rapid warming of polar regions [14]. The resulting environmental changes introduce new hazards and challenges for researchers (Fig 3A–3F). In mountainous polar regions, traditional hazards such as glacier lake outburst floods, snow avalanches, and debris flows are escalating due to rising temperatures and permafrost degradation [35]. Permafrost thaw, a primary factor in increased rockfalls in mountainous regions [36, 37], will expand throughout polar areas as climate change progresses. Changes in regional surficial materials, including ice, snow, and permafrost-affected terrain, threaten fieldwork activities and instrumentation, with the potential for destabilization or collapse. Extreme weather events, like prolonged summer droughts leading to increased wildfires [16], as witnessed in the recent 2023 summer wildfires in Canada, will add a new dimension to polar fieldwork planning in the years to come [38].

Polar regions support diverse wildlife, including apex predators such as polar bears (*Ursus maritimus*) and brown bears in the Arctic (*U. arctos*), and leopard seals in the Antarctic (*Hydrurga leptonyx*) [39]. These regions are also important feeding and breeding grounds for many migratory species. Managing safety and ethical considerations such as minimizing disturbance with respect to wildlife interactions is critical for fieldwork planning in such settings [40]. With key polar habitats, such as Arctic Sea ice, decreasing spatially and temporally, alongside increased anthropogenic activity (e.g., shipping [41]), encounters between humans and potentially dangerous and/or sensitive wildlife are likely to become more frequent [42].

The destabilization of ice sheets, glaciers, and sea ice can alter river paths, disrupting water sources necessary for fieldwork [35]. Events like tsunamis following ice calving into fjords and lakes, exemplified by the Ella Island incident in East Greenland in August 2023, underscore the need for constant vigilance [43]. Researchers face risks like sudden ice movement, glacier calving events, falling into hidden crevasses, thin ice breakage, severe storms/blizzards, and avalanches, especially when working on steep slopes or near alpine glaciers [35, 44]. Ice pressure on ships navigating polar waters is a continuous threat, potentially leading to vessel damage and accidents [45]. Navigating the dynamic landscape of polar fieldwork in the future requires careful consideration of the cryosphere being in a state of rapid flux and the associated hazards, highlighting the need for continuously revised safety plans that address both the increasing unpredictability of the polar regions and interactions with native wildlife.
3. Social challenges

3.1. Gender equality, inclusion, and interpersonal dynamics

An important aspect of group dynamics and interpersonal relationships among researchers in polar environments is gender equality and the dynamics among people of all self-identified genders in the field. With 25–50% of polar researchers identifying as female, the gender distribution has become more balanced among ECRs in developed countries, but it has nonetheless grown in parity relatively slowly in recent years [6, 46]. Despite the significant contributions of women to polar research, there are still persistent gender disparities in the field, manifesting in alarming rates of workplace harassment in remote polar settings [47–49]. Women of color and those identifying as LGBTQ+ are disproportionately affected by harassment compared to other women; in general, women and people of color are overrepresented in precarious positions [46, 50]. A comprehensive analysis of historical, current, and future barriers faced by women at different career stages in polar research was conducted [51] and revealed persistent challenges faced by women, specifically incidents of sexual harassment with assault being the most common – e.g., field trips to Antarctica depicted in the documentary "Picture a Scientist" in 2020; [52]. For Antarctic overwintering crews, the largest source of stress is interpersonal...
conflicts, with women often relegated to roles that are designated or at least perceived as being more nurturing and less authoritative and experiencing stress stemming from male-dominated team dynamics [26, 30]. Not recognizing the diversity of human experiences in polar regions, including Indigenous peoples, women, and other marginalized groups, and the impact of intersectionality (i.e., unique challenges faced by individuals with multiple marginalized identities) and the underrepresentation and marginalization of such groups in various scientific fields and decision-making spaces, can lead to the exclusion of valuable perspectives [50, 53] that can enrich research efforts.

3.2. Traditional western colonial approaches in Arctic research

As we explore the transformative potential of citizen science in bridging traditional ecological and scientific knowledge systems in the Arctic, our focus shifts to the colonial attitudes in Arctic research and the challenges they bring to both Indigenous Peoples and ECRs working in these territories. Historically, colonial research practices have often marginalized Indigenous Peoples, excluding them from research processes due to established foreign organizational power and racism. Colonial research aligned with the dominant Western scientific group [54, 55], primarily serves the interests of foreign researchers and institutions. Unfortunately, this neglect of power imbalances and privilege has led to mistrust and strained relationships with Indigenous communities [56–58], affecting subsequent processes like cooperation in policy development [59].

ECRs working in polar regions face additional challenges. Some ECRs may lack familiarity with long-established local socio-political dynamics, hindering their ability to fully acknowledge and respect the rights, contributions, and sovereignty of Indigenous communities. However, ECRs can demonstrate a willingness to continuously reflect and adapt their research practices based on community needs while being guided by principles that emphasize co-learning, co-creation, and addressing historical injustices [60].

It is customary to compensate individuals responsible for data sampling in citizen science projects, particularly knowledge keepers and elders. Such compensation serves to recognize their valuable contributions, ensures equitable collaboration, and addresses the emerging concern of “research fatigue” within small Arctic communities [61]. These communities increasingly rely on volunteer time from local and Indigenous individuals. Additionally, compensation establishes a benchmark for the quality of work agreed to be performed.

4. Political challenges

As illustrated in issues pertaining to gender inequality, polar fieldwork is conducted in the context that integrates scientific research, geopolitics, and resource interests, and requires that ECRs navigate this arena with nuanced approaches (in regard to sensitivities and reflexivity of different political agendas) to maintain international cooperation and mutually address the global climate crisis.

Historically, the practice of ‘Arctic exceptionalism’ fostered international cooperation of states and major powers in Arctic scientific research, even amidst broader geopolitical conflicts, facilitating knowledge exchange in the region [62]. However, the geopolitical landscape and associated fieldwork logistics and safety issues, has been altered along with climate change, so that more actors and nation-states, including non-Arctic powers, invest in research infrastructures in sensitive polar regions like Svalbard (Norway) to advance scientific knowledge, but potentially also to gain governance power in the Arctic [63]. This geopolitical shift is not limited to the Arctic; scientific endeavors in Antarctica can also be driven by geopolitical aims, especially concerning potential resource extraction in the future. Some argue that conducting
scientific research is a diplomatically advantageous way for some nations to establish a foothold in these regions, which is another example of indirect colonization efforts [64].

With Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, the geopolitical landscape of polar sciences shifted dramatically, marking the end of an era [65]. The conflict in Ukraine is disrupting research partnerships across various scientific domains, significantly impacting Arctic climate science [66]. This disruption particularly affects ECRs as they often have limited resources and professional networks. Consequently, ECRs may struggle to secure alternative field sites and establish new research partnerships. Given the substantial area of the Arctic within Russian territory, critical climate change-related phenomena necessitate continuous monitoring and study, making this disruption particularly detrimental [67]. Concerns arise regarding the discontinuation of cooperation with Russia in the Arctic Council and its potential impact on Arctic climate science by hindering fieldwork in the Russian Arctic [66, 68, 69].

5. Environmental challenges

As scientists observe rapid environmental changes happening in the fragile polar ecosystems, reducing the impact of fieldwork (see [3]) and observing the recommendations by the European Polar Board [70], becomes increasingly important for ECRs. However, decreasing the ecological footprint of research stations will be challenging, particularly in Antarctica, with its unique logistical challenges (see above). Geoscientific research infrastructures, including satellite launches and ground-based observatories, significantly contribute to the carbon footprint of research. [71] estimates that active astronomical research infrastructures worldwide have an equivalent carbon footprint of 20.3±3.3 MtCO$_2$, emitting 1,169±249 ktCO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ annually. They emphasize that, in comparison to other research activities like travel or material purchases, research infrastructures contribute the most to an experimental researcher’s carbon footprint. Research station managers from various countries, with the involvement of ECRs and the whole scientific community, need to sensibly decrease the environmental impact of research—e.g., reducing inessential services that cannot be provided in such remote locations and repurposing existing field stations [72].

It is challenging for ECRs, who may have limited resources and experience in polar regions, to have a complete understanding of the potential environmental impact of their fieldwork in highly sensitive polar ecosystems. Antarctica, in contrast to the Arctic, is under the auspices of the legal framework of the Antarctic Treaty system, which promotes and sets policies to reduce the environmental impact of fieldwork [73] and references therein]. While Antarctica benefits from a ratified legal framework, the Arctic presents a more fragmented scenario, which is geopolitically divided among several countries, each with different laws and political agendas. The Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP, https://www.amap.no/) provides valuable and up-to-date information on pollution and human health in the Arctic, albeit with a global rather than regional focus.

6. Challenges specific to ECRs carrying out fieldwork in polar regions

For many ECRs, conducting fieldwork in polar regions presents a distinct set of challenges that set it apart from other fieldwork in remote conditions. Whilst fieldwork in other challenging environments may also involve political instability, limited resources, and access, these environments may not necessarily require the same level of international collaboration and shared logistics, specialized equipment, long-term planning and a limited field season as polar research. Furthermore, the harsh and unpredictable environmental conditions in polar regions pose unique safety risks that may not be present in other fieldwork settings. Funding expensive
research by partnering with tourist vessels or being immersed in fieldwork in conflict regions, the challenges are not only scientific and professional but also deeply personal. Their research endeavors become embroiled in paradox as the urgency of their research on climate change can sometimes fail to align with the practicalities of fieldwork [74]. Idiosyncrasies of being an ECR in polar field research often include a combination of: 1) Relatively less (or lack of) experience in the field; 2) Less access to secure funding; 3) Higher dependency on the outcome of fieldwork in order to achieve research objectives to satisfy granting agencies and secure tenure at their home institutions; and 4) Maintaining flexibility to change plans (e.g., duration of field season), which in turn can produce more instability and difficulties in achieving work-life balance. These challenges make ECRs particularly vulnerable to the harsh realities of fieldwork safety and logistics—e.g., missing field seasons due to political conflicts such as the Russian invasion of Ukraine or a global pandemic (COVID-19), which disrupted Antarctic fieldwork and disproportionately affected ECRs [64]). The loss of opportunities to collate research data can be a significant setback for ECRs, negatively impacting their academic progress, which can have broad professional and personal consequences [see 75].

Physical safety in the field may be compromised by limited budgets and lack of adherence to safety training due to lack of experience and higher career stakes (e.g., the fatal accident of Drs. Malcolm A. Ramsay and Stuart Innes in the Canadian High Arctic in 2000; [6, 76]). ECRs are often expected to demonstrate intrepid bravery without possibly being adequately informed about the potential risks they may encounter [40, 77]. ECRs in conflict regions face unique challenges, including physical access, engaging with reluctant participants, and maintaining confidentiality in sensitive research contexts [78]. Finally, for those ECRs who are starting families, balancing fieldwork with equitable childcare responsibilities and striving to maintain a healthy work-life balance is a significant challenge, leading to delays and relative disparities in career advancement [79]. Altogether, these aforementioned challenges emphasize the need for ongoing dialogue, support, and pertinent changes to policies to facilitate the professional growth and safety of ECRs in the field.

7. Discussion and proposed solutions to challenges

To empower ECRs to overcome the challenges highlighted, we propose the following solutions: data sharing and training, citizen science engagement, governance and structural changes, alternative solutions to bridge the gap in fieldwork research, equality improvements, and decolonized polar research.

7.1. Promoting data sharing and collaboration

A practice which could mitigate safety risks and reduce environmental impact is promoting the collection of earth observation data, and increasing data sharing among researchers and institutions because it would discourage redundancy in data collection. Earth observation and remote monitoring at different times of the year would address challenges such as having a resource-constrained budget, safety, and sustainability (Fig 4). This field monitoring strategy optimizes fieldwork planning, reduces costs and ecological impact, as well as improves the safety for ECRs, e.g. remote data collection on fluvial processes minimized exposure to risks in areas affected by the summer 2023 storm Hans (Fig 4A–4C). While this method promotes safety, challenges such as deep snow coverage present limitations for fluvial flood risk studies, necessitating different logistical considerations (Fig 4D). Nevertheless, remote monitoring supplements weather forecasts, which is particularly crucial in regions with limited monitoring or distinctive and unpredictable local climates (e.g., valleys in polar regions).
Access to shared observatory data is particularly advantageous for resource-constrained ECRs (e.g., [6, 80]). Open-access datasets remove financial barriers, enabling scientific explorations without incurring significant expenses. This inclusivity can extend opportunities to individuals with limited access to funding, instrumentation, and fieldwork, as well as decrease the environmental impact of polar fieldwork. Some initiatives in polar data sharing have been made and should be encouraged. E.g., in the terrestrial polar research disciplines, a long-standing success is the Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring (CALM) project [81], which has recorded the thickness of seasonally unfrozen ground in the polar regions since 1991 and facilitated increased understanding of climate change impact on active layer depths [82–84]. More recent projects, which encompass a diverse range of data types, such as INTERACT Data Portal, Sustaining Arctic Observation Networks Data sharing, and Arctic PASSION are promising as infrastructure for data sharing going forward, however, have limited participation so far and hence limited data availability [85–87]. The ECR-driven approach to analyzing storm events in the Mid-Atlantic Bight using data from the Ocean Observatories Initiative Pioneer Array is one of many real-world examples of collaborative projects led by ECRs within the field of polar oceanography [80], a field that has advanced more significantly in collaborative and interdisciplinary working practices, emphasize the need for a solid foundation supporting inclusive and collaborative scientific practices in addressing critical environmental issues.

Traditionally, the study of ocean-atmosphere interactions and biogeochemical cycles relied on limited ship-based point measurements, constrained by factors like data collection duration and instrument availability. Sensor-equipped ocean-observing systems with multi-year capabilities now offer continuous, long-term sampling, fostering interdisciplinary research.
The wealth of observational data in oceanography presents interdisciplinary challenges, effectively addressed through collaborative efforts. Open-source community tools offer innovative solutions for analyzing complex datasets, which support a systems-based approach that harnesses the diverse skills of interdisciplinary research teams, expanding the scope of oceanographic research.

In the planning phase of fieldwork, initiatives like the Greenlandic Infrastructure Issaffik [88] is an example of a platform in which researchers, among others, can declare and disclose their field plans and resources so that other projects can reach out for prospective collaboration and sharing in logistics management. More initiatives like the Greenland Infrastructure Issaffik could improve resource utilization via sharing and allocation and reduce the environmental impact of fieldwork in polar regions. Moreover, investment in the training and collaborative involvement of ECRs is essential for the continued success of observatory data collation and study; without such support, future generations of polar researchers would decline in number. Such investment in highly qualified personnel (HQPs) facilitates maintaining a robust scientific community, elevating the scientific profile and impact, and promoting inclusivity. By supporting ECRs in utilizing observatory data through interdisciplinary collaboration and advanced data analyses, we can advance our understanding of climate change and address environmental challenges even more effectively.

7.2. Citizen science and public engagement

Another approach to minimizing the environmental impact of polar fieldwork is employing citizen science initiatives, particularly in the context of Arctic research, which has established human communities year-round. Citizen science, a collaborative approach that involves layman individuals in assisting in scientific research projects (e.g., data collection efforts and analyses) presents an efficient, cost-effective, and sustainable means to document rapid ecological changes in expansive and remote Arctic regions [89–91]). Citizen scientists can contribute their observations (data) and personal expertise to assist professional scientists in addressing even complex and extensive research questions, which can reduce the number of costly field campaigns and thus incurred ecological impacts on the part of the ECR.

However, various challenges persist in the Arctic’s unique socio-cultural landscape which can impede engagement, access, and truth and reconciliation efforts initiated and conducted by Western research in (nascent) scientific collaborations—e.g., low community involvement due to limited project awareness, language barriers, competing subsistence activities [92], harsh working conditions, and cultural differences [93]. To address these challenges, we propose to incorporate specialized training modules and workshops, with collaborative and cross-cultural approaches, tailored for ECRs working in polar regions [e.g. UArctic platform, Sharing Circle in ArcticPassion; 87, 94]. Moreover, we recognize the importance of direct communication with Indigenous partners, as each community may have unique priorities and needs. Citizen science methods can be implemented more successfully with full disclosure of research objectives and planning (e.g., timelines, projected environmental impacts, local/regional community benefits), careful planning and coordination in community involvement, and cultural awareness and training programs in participatory research processes led by Indigenous communities themselves [87, 94, 95]. This approach ensures that the training content is relevant, respectful, and tailored to the specific cultural context of the polar regions. It also contributes to capacity building and empowerment within Indigenous communities.

We believe that collaborative implementation of citizen science projects has much potential in facilitating the bridging of traditional local and scientific knowledge systems in the Arctic when the focus shifts from solely prioritizing Western science research objectives to more...
symmetric interactions and making more activities community-centric that can benefit local/regional communities [87]. To implement citizen science at a larger scale, researchers must plan meticulously to effectively integrate the aforementioned inclusive strategies into their long-term study objectives. Another example could include integrating citizen science data from expedition cruises into Arctic observation networks, which would offer a valuable means to enhance Arctic change monitoring and passenger engagement [54, 55]. While financial compensation can effectively enhance participation rates, it also introduces potential challenges [61]. External incentives, such as monetary payments, may inadvertently displace intrinsic motivations, including personal gratification and social acceptance. Once intrinsic motivations are compromised, reconciling such a shift in competing motivations can complicate matters related to commitment and compensation. Consequently, project organizers must carefully assess the impact of compensation on both the quality of contributions and the autonomy of the participants.

7.3. Changing intellectual frameworks and policies

The climate and ecological crisis pose a significant threat to human civilization, including academic research and education. Although universities have the potential to lead transformational change, recent studies posit that they are currently falling short (e.g., [96]). Urgent and radical action at all societal levels is necessary to establish a thriving scientific community capable of effectively addressing the climate crisis; universities can help achieve this goal by informing policy and educating future generations to become scientifically and environmentally literate. Emphasizing the importance of ecological sustainability and social justice should be at the core of these pedagogical efforts.

It is also essential to recognize that ECRs operate within institutional environments (e.g., universities, research institutes, funding agencies, etc.) characterized by rigid intellectual infrastructure that can be slow to change due to historical legacies [6]. Progressive ECRs, who adopt a proactive stance and open mind to explore new approaches and may be more adaptable and motivated to challenge the status quo, may encounter resistance within such traditional organizational structures. To address this challenge, we propose that institutions develop and maintain ECR network and knowledge exchange platforms, inspired by successful models like APECS. By adopting and promoting APECS-like practices, institutions can facilitate the exchange of best practices and knowledge among ECRs, enabling them to collectively negotiate and work within prospective institutional barriers. Furthermore, it is just as important for ECRs not to adopt an overly exclusive/close-minded stance. Instead, they should be prepared to share their discoveries and innovative ideas widely with the broader research community, society, and organizations. This openness fosters a culture of collaboration and facilitates development of novel approaches and solutions to addressing the complex challenges posed by the climate crisis. Building on the reported best practices by the European Polar Board [70], the solutions proposed herein are based on personal experiences and tailored to empower peer ECRs and foster environmental sustainability. Although ECRs are well-positioned to lead initiatives, the solutions proposed are not solely reliant on ECRs but require a collective effort from researchers at all career stages.

To promote a more sustainable research culture, institutions should encourage and support ECRs and researchers at all career stages to prioritize ecological considerations in their work, including minimizing travel-related emissions. A collaborative research culture within institutions can lead to more efficient use of resources and minimize the need for travel. By facilitating data sharing, joint projects, and interdisciplinary collaboration, institutions can create an environment where researchers can achieve their objectives without the need for excessive
travel, consequently reducing their carbon footprints. For example, one key initial step is to raise awareness of carbon footprints associated with research by calculating and incorporating those costs into funding proposals [97]. Furthermore, cutting down on business travel, where feasible, by substituting aerial travel with railway or efficient road travel, especially for national fieldwork and working more remotely (e.g., virtual meetings/conferences, remote monitoring of study sites), could contribute to emissions reduction and push towards more responsible and sustainable standard operating procedures. This not only reduces carbon emissions but also encourages more inclusive participation, as it can eliminate barriers related to travel costs and accessibility.

Another strategy to promote ecological sustainability is prolonging the lifespan of laboratory materials, such as opting for glass over plastic, minimizing purchases of consumables via collaboration and/or exchange with other laboratories and research groups, and properly maintaining electronic equipment and instrumentation; these alongside other activities can be promising avenues for reducing waste and the ecological footprints of researchers. Altogether, adopting these practical solutions can collectively lead to a ~60% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of a research group [98]. Furthermore, institutions can support sustainable research practices by investing in green technologies and infrastructure, such as energy-efficient buildings and renewable energy sources. They can also implement policies that encourage telecommuting and virtual collaboration, further reducing the need for travel. Such practices would reflect polar scientists adopting a more environmentally sustainable and responsible *modus operandi*, bolstering their profile and image in the public eye.

7.4. Enhancing scientific diplomacy

In response to disruptions in Arctic research partnerships, scientists outside of Russia are exploring alternative approaches to data collection. Remote-sensing techniques can partially address information needs, but limitations exist, e.g., in monitoring methane emissions in the Arctic [42]. The anticipated French-German MERLIN mission, designed to bolster such monitoring capabilities, is not expected to launch until at least 2027. Alternatively, some researchers maintain personal collaborations with their Russian counterparts, navigating the challenges of disrupted geopolitical relations [67]. Science diplomacy emerges as a potential solution, involving international and interdisciplinary efforts that employ scientific and technical exchanges to achieve objectives beyond scientific discovery [99] to consider and reconcile other priorities and needs. As polar regions become not only scientific frontiers but also geopolitical arenas, ECRs must learn to navigate a spectrum of challenges that can extend beyond the scientific domain, traditional power structures and organizational frameworks.

A pending critical challenge for polar regions is the lack of accurate demographic projections under conditions of global warming with concrete statistical links to climate change and future environmental demands. Currently, the focus tends to be on migration and adaptation of human settlements. However, we propose considering population projections as a potential avenue for future research as human residential communities have a significant impact on the landscape with respect to environmental footprint and modification.

7.5. Addressing EDI issues

While mixed-gender (as opposed to all-men) Antarctic overwintering has revealed omnipresent incidents of sexual harassment, it has also shown improved overall crew well-being [100]. This accentuates the importance of achieving objectives outlined in equality, diversity, and inclusivity (EDI) initiatives which are fundamental for promoting and enhancing the well-being of researchers in the advancement of polar science. Further research and data collection
on intersectionality in polar research, incorporating resources and literature from non-English speaking countries, increasing the visibility of inequality statistics, and creating an open dialogue on intersectionality and gender issues during polar meetings could foster equality and create safe, respectful work environments in polar fieldwork [50, 51]. Polar science organizations are urged to continue initiatives that support leadership roles in promoting equitable workplace culture and addressing gender disparities within the field – e.g., APECS, Inspiring Girls* initiative [20]. Additionally, it is important to ensure that all members of the polar research community feel welcomed, supported, and equipped to contribute. To achieve equality and inclusion, we must invest in the training and collaborative involvement of ECRs and HQPs, including implementing intersectional approaches to leadership, mentorship, and team-building, and addressing the systemic challenges faced by underrepresented groups [6, 46, 50].

7.6. De-colonizing Arctic research

Decolonial research can be done by supporting research with, by, and for Indigenous Peoples. Such research is a broad, inclusive process, creating space for diverse ways of knowing and establishing mutually agreed-upon motivations, goals, and outcomes [59, 101]. Furthermore, it promotes self-determination and the return of knowledge ownership to Indigenous communities, fostering meaningful, long-lasting partnerships among prospective research partners. This is achieved through the co-production of research outputs [102, 103] and the development of institutional capacity that fosters and supports these endeavors [104].

In academic research, adherence to the CARE Principles for Indigenous Data Governance is crucial [105]. These principles, in addition to the FAIR principles [105], focus on people and purpose, underscoring the role of data in advancing Indigenous innovation and self-determination. Decolonial research calls for reshaping the approach to climate change in both policy and research contexts. This means prioritizing the concerns and perspectives of Indigenous communities, along with climate science, to ensure that their voices and the issues they raise receive the attention they deserve [106]. This approach aligns with the practical guidance provided in the “Roadmap to Decolonial Arctic Research” and by the Sharing Circle initiative, encouraging researchers to go beyond formal requirements and familiarize themselves with ethical standards outlined by Indigenous peoples [87, 107].

We emphasize the continued efforts in decolonizing and dismantling previous disreputable practices in the Arctic to recognize Indigenous land rights and self-governance and foster new and equitable partnerships with Indigenous Peoples [54, 55]. For instance, we call for two-eyed seeing methods that combine Indigenous and Western knowledge systems, which are crucial for promoting mutual collaboration, co-learning, and respect in addressing the environmental crises currently impacting the Arctic [108].

8. Conclusion and outlook

As discussed in this review, the challenges outlined in polar fieldwork for ECRs, reflect the dynamic landscape of the changing polar regions. These challenges encompass physical, social, political, and environmental issues and underscore the urgency of reevaluating the ethical considerations of fieldwork in the face of the current climate crisis. The proposed solutions in this review highlight that many, if not all, of these issues are interrelated, and addressing them is vital for the sustainability of academic research in polar regions. Indeed, the principles outlined provide a comprehensive framework for the social foundation of academia [96]. They emphasize the importance of fostering academic freedom, promoting long-term contemplation of sustainability, and encouraging innovative research, which are especially pertinent for
ECRs navigating the complexities of polar fieldwork. The need for secure positions and careers that offer recognition and personal gratification aligns with the precarious nature of fieldwork, where ECRs face challenges ranging from uncertain climate change complexities to adapting to unforeseen events like the COVID-19 pandemic. Fostering a strong sense of community resonates deeply with the collaborative spirit needed to contribute to healthy, supportive, and collegial academic environments. The commitment to issues pertaining to EDI is not only ethically imperative but also aligns with the interdisciplinary nature of polar research, encouraging and supporting the integration of diverse perspectives to address multifaceted challenges.

In the specific context of polar fieldwork, ECRs encounter challenges not only related to their scientific pursuits but also to their well-being and professional growth. Growing safety concerns, data-sharing challenges, and the need for increased scientific collaboration and diplomacy with communities underscore the need for devising and implementing supportive policies, continuous dialogue, and equitable collaborations. The polar regions, with their harsh climates and logistical complexities, serve as an arena where these broader principles are put to the test, accentuating the interconnectedness of shifting academic values and the practical challenges faced by ECRs.
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